Hello Egg is the First Smart Assistant
Designed Specifically For the Kitchen
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Hello Egg is a voice-operated smart kitchen assistant with a display and personality

WILMINGTON, Delaware, Sep. 27, 2016 — RnD64, an IoT focused technology company,
introduces Hello Egg, the first voice-operated kitchen assistant that offers real-time help
of support team along with step by step cooking videos.
Hello Egg is a sleek egg-shaped gadget with a built-in display and unique personality
that facilitates user's kitchen experience. Hello Egg is partly AI, partly human-powered.
That, however, doesn't mean you have to speak to real people from the customer
service — they only give prompts to Hello Egg when the query is beyond AI's capacity.
“Having conducted market research, we found that average person spends about 400
hours a year — which is three years of her or their life — in the kitchen,” said Dmytro
Shemet, CEO of RND64. “We realized that modern kitchen assistance and entertainment
can’t be reduced to voice tutorials and music streaming, but it should also include video
instructions, real-time human help and much more.”
Research shows that people who eat at fast-food restaurants consume twice the daily
recommended amount of fat compared to homemade meals. On the other hand,

home-cooking requires certain level of competence and plenty of time. Hello Egg helps
users cook healthy home foods, saving their money, solving their daily issues and
helping make time they spend in the kitchen anything but routine.
The gadget’s top features include:
• cooking assistance at advanced level. Step by step voice-navigated recipe
video tutorials and real-time prompts from the support team;
• ability to keep a lively conversation going by expressing itself through
mimicking facial expressions;
• music streaming through Spotify and other services, audio news feeds,
weather forecasts;
• multiple voice-activated timers and reminders.
Hello Egg starts shipping in February 2017 and is available for pre-order at
http://helloegg.net.
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